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“I believe the future of humanity is extremely bright and exciting.
Because it’s going to allow us to do what we were meant to do,
which is, be human. Not to just toil and do work. I think the special
thing about humanity is how we think and interrelate. I think
that the future of humanity is about exploring the big questions:
why are we here? What else is there? How do we connect?
[…] Technology can provide all of the basics solve the biggest
problems and create an infrastructure to allow us to explore
those big questions. If we choose that future.”
Rob Nail
CEO Singularity University
Deloitte Innovation Summit 2016
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Executive summary
Innovation, well-being and quality of life.
In order to understand whether there is a
relationship among these three elements,
some thought should be initially given to
the role of innovation within the social and
economic system.
The last few years have been characterized
by a significant growth in innovation at
all levels of the socio-economic system:
from an increasing pervasiveness of digital
technologies in people’s everyday life, to
the radical change in the eco-system
of entire industries brought about by
disruptive businesses, such as Uber and
Airbnb.

“Innovation” is the watchword of the
decade: after a decline in the years
following the economic crisis, the number
of start-ups in the U.S. has started
growing again in the past two years1
and investment in R&D continues to
increase (from $116bn to $176bn between
2005 and 2015) also in organizations which,
like Volkswagen for example, went through
turbulent times ($15.3bn in 2015, up 13%
vs. 2014)2 .

R&D investment and the creation of new start-ups are increasing
176,5

116,5

After a decline in the years following the
economic crisis, over the last two years the
number of start-ups has started growing again

161

133
+52%

2005

126

2015

R&D Investment Top 20
Innovators (bn$)

1
2

2011

2012

2013

129

131

2014

2015

Start-ups per 100k inhabitants in the U.S.

Source: “The Kauffman Index, Startup Activity”, Kauffman Foundation, 2015
Source: “The Global Innovation 1000”, Strategy &, 2015
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The innovation process has become
simpler and quicker, too: thanks to the
recent exponential growth in computing
power, the increase in the quantity of
data that can be generated and analyzed,
the boost in the number of connected
devices, and the dramatic reduction in
the cost of technologies, innovation has
found fertile ground and has been able
to generate unprecedented products,
businesses and systems. It is so simple
and quick that industry experts forecast
that 2045 will be the year in which
technological progress will surpass our
ability to understand it: it will be the
moment of “technological singularity”.
Therefore, the thrust towards innovation
we are experiencing calls for careful
reflection on how innovation can improve
our quality of life. We need to understand
not only what favors innovation, but
also what its actual and practical
repercussions are on the well-being of
individuals and organizations and, more in
general, on the social system.
As a matter of fact, although the benefits
of innovation are undeniable – from
improvement in health conditions to the
democratization of information through
the Internet – it is essential to know the
risks inherent in the innovation process
and take the necessary precautions against
its limitations. It is only by addressing the
risks of innovation – from cyber-bullying
to the start-up bubble – that we can
make the most of it, thus achieving a real
improvement in the social, economic and
environmental system.
However, the risks of innovation will not be
limited only to those we have experienced
so far: the unrestrainable push towards
progress will change also the future we
think we know. Thus, regulatory barriers
will not be enough to contain progress in
the most developed countries, because
innovation will take hold in less controlled
areas of the world anyway.
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But although it is true that we will not be
able to “stop” it, we should still try and
understand it, trying it out and educating
current leaders, so that they learn how to
use progress to address the big challenges
that will impact the future of humanity over
the next 30 years.
Deloitte – in cooperation with Euromedia
Research – has investigated the real
perception of the relationship between
well-being and innovation among citizens
through an international survey conducted
in Italy, France, UK, Germany and
Scandinavia.
The results of the survey show that
innovation is generally perceived by
Europeans as playing a key role in the
improvement of our well-being, although
with uncertain prospects as a result of the
economic and environmental context. For
their part, Italians do share this perception,
albeit with some peculiarities which reflect
the specific context they live in.
More specifically:
• As Europeans, we all feel in good shape
(only 6% of respondents think they are
in a poor psychophysical condition) and
younger than our peers (this opinion
is shared by 1 out of 2 citizens in Italy,
especially among people over 65,
compared to the European average, i.e.
39%), we pay attention to our physical
condition (44% of respondents practice
sports once or twice a week) and,
compared to 10 years ago, we care more
for our well-being (only 6.5% in Italy vs.
7.3% in Europe care less).
• All respondents believe that food and
nutrition are key to people’s well-being
(they are considered the most important
factors in 4 out of 5 countries), and this
is particularly true for Italians: 42.1%
of Italians (vs. 14% of Europeans) follow
a balanced diet regularly or for most of
the year; after food and nutrition, other
key factors are represented by: available
income, access to healthcare facilities
and quality of life in cities.

• We all agree that innovation has
improved our well-being and this is
particularly true for Italians (only 12.5% of
Italians vs. 20.6% of Europeans disagree),
as it has improved information
availability; however, we are less
optimistic that our level of well-being
may further improve in the future (1
citizen out of 4 believes our level of
well-being will be worse), and we identify
two main causes for this deterioration:
perception of a reduction in available
income and of a worsening of
environmental conditions.
• Our country is considered an “outsider”
in this innovation game: we feel we are
not too innovative and only 1 citizen
out of 10 thinks Italy is more innovative
than other countries (vs. 1 out of 3 on
average in the EU), in spite of a greater
number of talents and higher private
investments. Thus, innovation is
deemed a missed opportunity especially
because public investment is lacking:
this is the opinion of 64% of Italians vs.
37% of Europeans.
• We are also “extremely dissatisfied”
with the level of quality of life (only
36% of Italians think that living in Italy
is better than living elsewhere vs.
58% of Europeans), because of worse
environmental conditions, lower
available income and more difficult
access to healthcare facilities than in
other countries; finally, we are concerned
about financial problems, which have
an impact on our health (1 out of 3
respondents undergoes medical exams
only if necessary, mainly because of
financial constraints).
• In Europe, 1 citizen out of 4 believes
health is the area to which innovation
can provide the greatest contribution:
according to 1 citizen out of 3, innovation
helps monitor one’s health with greater
regularity (e.g.: suggestions about when
to practice sports, how to improve
one’s diet). There is good knowledge of
innovation in healthcare (3 citizens out
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of 4 are familiar with wearable devices
and 9 out of 10 have heard of lifestyle
monitoring apps). However, as far as
health is concerned, it is believed that
innovation alone is not enough, as people
need to interface with, and ask the advice
of, another individual.

• Lastly, there is a considerable number
of citizens who hope that innovation
will be carefully developed and used:
1 European out of 2 believes that the
relationship between well-being and
innovation, if not carefully monitored and
controlled, might easily be misused.

• Europeans believe that over the next ten
years innovation will offer new solutions
in the area of well-being that will be more
easily accessible to everyone (this opinion
is shared by 60% of Italians vs. 54% of
Europeans). At the same time, though, we
have simple needs and we expect that
innovation can simplify our daily life, for
example by reducing waiting times for
healthcare access or, more generally, by
improving information availability.

In addition, Deloitte’s survey has
highlighted that more than 1 European
citizen out of 3 (37%) considers innovation
as a missed opportunity, also because
it focuses only on some areas, while
neglecting others that are simpler but
fundamental. What is needed, therefore, is
a recipe for innovation that seriously and
rigorously considers people’s needs and
can make innovations economically, socially
and environmentally sustainable.

Such recipe should support the
achievement of three main goals:
1.Recognizing the needs to be
addressed – real needs, but also hidden
ones – in order to focus where there is a
perception of necessity. It is important to
explore such needs in depth and not to
stop at the first market results obtained:
if Henry Ford had asked his customers
what they needed, they would have
clearly said «faster horses».
2. Understanding the nature and
ambition of innovation, so as to be
able to effectively target the innovative
thrust towards previously identified
needs, rather than possible future
needs which may prove of little use.
As a matter of fact, although some
people – like Peter Thiel, founder of di
PayPal – maintain that innovation is
overrated and that we will not experience
other big transformations, there are
others – including The Economist and
Chris Anderson, former editor-inchief of WIRED – who believe that the
revolution has just started. So, there is
a general expectation that the future
will be uncertain but, without doubt,
dramatically different from the present –
a future we must be prepared for.
3. Defining the approach to be adopted,
so that the ambition of innovation can be
supported in a structured, rigorous way
and innovative ideas turned into marketready products and services through
the implementation of three steps: idea
generation, idea acceleration, and idea
enrichment.
Only if we identify the needs to be
addressed, understand the ambition
of innovation and develop an approach
capable of supporting them, will we manage
to successfully combine innovation and
well-being. In a nutshell, this is the recipe
for a sustainable innovation process which
deals with the risks and perplexities of
development in order to positively impact
our well-being.
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Innovation
represents an
occasion for growth
of the social and
economic system

Technology and innovation:
fewer barriers, higher growth
of the social system and new
business opportunities
In order to realize how innovation can
impact on the well-being of individuals
and societies, first of all it is important
to identify its main drivers, which
undoubtedly include the remarkable
speed of technological progress over the
last decades. In order to understand how
dramatic the technology boom has been,
suffice it to think that:
1.The quantity of available data is on the
increase3:
–– the volume of data generated since the
dawn of time until 2009 corresponds
to 0.8 zettabytes (1ZB = 1,000 billion
gigabytes). By the end of 2016, global
data center traffic will reach 6.6 ZB and
35 ZB in 2020;
–– today, every two minutes, we take more
photos than were taken throughout
the 19th century.

Main drivers of technological development
150 Mln

2,900.0 MHz

2.Processing power is increasing:

1,000,000$

–– the power of a modern smartphone is
almost 2,000 times greater than that of
the first computer sold in 19654;

6.6 ZB

–– the processing power of the most
powerful supercomputer available
today – Tianhe-2 – is 1016 times
greater than that of the very first
supercomputer, i.e. Zuse Z1, developed
in 19385.

0.8 ZB

2009

1.6 MHz
2016E

Data quantity
Total data traffic over
the last 7 years

3

4
5
6
7
8

1,000$

23 Mln

1965

2015

Processing power
Compared to the very
first computer, today
processing power…

2009

2016E

2009

2016E

Connected objects

Cost of technology

Over the next 7 years, the
number of connected cars…

Over the past 3 years
alone, the cost of
genome sequencing…

Source: “La nuova rivoluzione delle macchine: lavoro e prosperità nell’era della tecnologia trionfante”, Erik
Brynjolfsson, Andrew McAfee, 2015
Source: “A modern smartphone or a vintage supercomputer: which is more powerful?”, Phonearena.com, 2014
Source: “The List”, Top500.org, 2015
Source: “Gartner says 6.4 billion connected “things” will be in use in 2016, up 30 percent from 2015”, Gartner, 2015
Source: “DNA Sequencing Costs: Data”, National Human Genome Research Institute, 2015
Source: “Solar energy sees eye-popping price drops”, National Geographic, 2015

3.The number of connected objects is
growing6:
–– the total number of connected devices
will increase from 4.9 billion in 2015 to
20 billion in 2020;
–– connected cars will pass from 23 million
in 2013 to 150 million in 2020.
4.The cost of technology is declining:
–– the cost of genome sequencing has
dropped from 1 million to 1,000 dollar
in just a few years7;
–– the cost of solar energy in the U.S
decreased by 70% between 2009 and
20158.
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The development of new technologies –
enabled by the so-called drivers – brings
with it several benefits that are changing
the habits of billions of people.

The number of Internet users and social media users is growing
3.9 bn
The number of active
Internet users is growing

The Internet as well as social networks
continue to remove geographical
barriers and increase access to online
information: over the last two years, the
number of active Web users has increased
from 2.9bn to 3.2bn (+10.3% compared
to 2014)9, whereas active social network
users have increased from 1.9bn to 2.0bn
(+5% compared to 2014)10. Compared to
other population segments, “Millennials”
– i.e. adults between 18 and 34 – are the
most active Internet users: in the U.S., it
is estimated that they spend over 60% of
their time online and that 50% of them
prefer to get news on Facebook rather than
use traditional media11.

43%

51%

Penetration (% of population)

The number of active
social network users is
growing

28%

2.9 bn

3.2 bn

2014

2015

2020

2.7 bn
1.9 bn

2.0 bn

2014

2015

35%

Penetration (% of population)

2020

Internet access will continue to grow also
in the future: in 2020, there will be 3.9bn12
active Internet users, whereas the number
of active social network users will reach
2.7bn13.
Access to Web-based services is being
extended also thanks to projects
implemented by Silicon Valley giants in
developing countries, with the aim of
extending Internet coverage also to
the two-thirds of the world that are
still excluded from this network14. For
example, Google launched Project Loon
in 2013; the idea was to fill gaps in network
coverage in rural areas by means of hot-air
balloons hovering at 20 km above the
ground. Apart from extending Internet
access to areas with no network coverage,
this project is helping local communities by
enabling online communication during and
after natural disasters.

9
10
11

12
13

10

14

Source: “Internet users in the world”, Internetlivestats.com, 2016
Source: “Number of social media users worldwide”, Statista, 2016
Source: “How Millennials Get News: Inside the Habits of America’s First Digital Generation”, The Media Insight
Project, 2015
Source: “Visual Networking Index”, Cisco, 2015; “Internet users in the world”, internetlivestats.com, 2016
Source: “Number of social media users worldwide”, Statista, 2016
Source: “Internet.org”, Facebook, 2016
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The spread of new technologies and the
constant increase in the number of online
users improve also the economic and
social conditions of individuals, not only
as it enables them to access data and
knowledge stored online, but also as it
transforms existing businesses and creates
new ones. Companies operating in the
sharing economy are a typical example of
this:
• They have very limited physical assets:
Airbnb manages 2 million real-estate
assets without owning a single one15.
• They are set up and managed mainly by
Millennials: 38% of «sharing economy
providers» belong to Millennials16.
In most cases, these new business models
are unable to coexist with the old ones.
This statement is demonstrated by what
has already happened in various industries:
• In the music industry: Spotify, a
streaming platform that enables users
to listen to their favorite songs without
having to buy them, has first surpassed
and then replaced iTunes, which had, in
turn, replaced Sony’s Walkman and vinyl
records17.
• In the money transfer industry:
TransferWise, a UK-based company,
provides money transfer services at very
competitive transaction and currency
exchange costs18.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

• In the media industry: the streaming
service offered by Netflix, accessible
and low-cost, has played a role in
Blockbuster’s demise by accelerating the
decline of the DVD rental business.
• In the transport industry: Uber has
proved capable of connecting customers
who need transport and people who can
provide it. Uber has revolutionized the
cab services industry in the United States
and is currently expanding in Europe,
offering a simple and effective service
that satisfies a growing demand for
transport19.
• Besides sweeping away existing models,
organizations based on new models
change the way of doing business and
generate new job opportunities. In the
research study entitled “The Surprising
Truth About Where New Jobs Come
From” Forbes highlights that, in their
first year, start-ups add an average of
3 million jobs in the United States,
without considering jobs created
indirectly20. However, these new job
opportunities are created with the aim of
achieving more efficiency as compared
to the previous models: for example,
WhatsApp manages around 900 million
users relying on the work of just 50
engineers21.

Source: “Airbnb: The Good, the Bad and the Ugly”, The Huffington Post, 2016
Source: “Who millennials trust, and don’t trust, is driving the sharing economy”, Washington Post, 2015
Source: “The Third Disruptor: Spotify and the Future of Digital Music”, Sid Gopinath, 2014
Source: “How TransferWise Is Disrupting The Currency-Exchange Business And Expanding In The U.S.”, Forbes, 2015
Source: “What Is Disruptive Innovation?” di Clayton M. Christensen, 2015
Source: “The Surprising Truth About Where New Jobs Come From”, Forbes, 2014
Source: “Why WhatsApp Only Needs 50 Engineers for Its 900M Users”, Wired, 2015
Source: “Map Kibera”, Mapkibera.org, 2009
Source: “M-louma, première bourse agricole sénégalaise en ligne”, LeMonde, 2015
Source: “Sense Ebola Follow up, le numérique pour contrer la pandémie”, LeMonde, 2015

Together, the efficiency of the new
business models and an easier access
to the latest technologies generate even
more impressive effects in developing
countries, where they take on a key role in
the economic and social dynamics of the
region. Several initiatives which have been
implemented, for example, in Africa over
the last few years confirm this statement:
• MapKibera (Kenya, 2009) - the “Google
Maps” feature that maps the huge
shanty towns around Nairobi (where
around 5 million people are estimated to
live), starting from the “Kibera” slum22.
• M-Louma (Senegal, 2012) - an online
stock exchange for agricultural
products enabling small farmers to sell
their products in a quick and efficient
way23.
• Sense Ebola FollowUp (Nigeria, 2014) - an
initiative promoted by the local Ministry
of Health that has enabled a significant
reduction (from 72 to only 2 hours) in the
time needed to track down people who
have come into contact with individuals
infected by a virus, thus reducing risk of
death in case of an epidemic24.
These examples clearly show that
innovation will bring indisputable benefits
to the world we live in. There is still some
uncertainty, however, about its economic,
social, and environmental sustainability:
what should we guard against? What
are the limitations and the risks of the
innovation process?
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The risks of innovation:
environmental and industrial
sustainability, cybersecurity, and
social issues

If we take a closer look at the big
innovations that have improved the quality
of our lives, we realize they go hand in hand
with careless and wasteful behaviors:

Considering the strong innovative thrust
we are experiencing, it is essential
that we are aware of the risks and
social issues connected to it. Indeed,
although innovation positively impacts
on some aspects of everyday life, there
is still uncertainty about the industrial
sustainability of innovative initiatives;
worrying phenomena have been observed
related to security risks both for people
and organizations, and social issues have
arisen that appear to be exacerbated by
the new technologies. These “dark sides”
of innovation must be understood and
dealt with in order to make the most of the
change under way.

• We care more about what we eat, we try
to follow a healthy, balanced diet, eating
organic food (the global organic products
market is forecast to grow at a CAGR of
16% between 2015 and 2020), but every
year as much food is wasted as it is
consumed in industrialized countries
(respectively, 222mln and 230mln tons)25.

Are we facing a “startup bubble”?

The number of
start-ups worth
over $1bn, also
called “Unicorns”,
has quadrupled
over the last 3 years
(from 39 to 156)

Uber
62 bn$
Xiaomi
46 bn$
AirBnB
26 bn$

• We use ours cars less and less (57bn trips
were made by public transport in the EU
in 2012), but in London people spend
on average 101 hours a year stuck in
traffic jams26.
• We increasingly use innovative
technologies to exploit renewable energy
sources, but every year we destroy
13mln hectares of forest land in South
America, Africa, and South-East Asia
– an area corresponding to Costa Rica
– and spill 7,000 tons of oil into the sea
(2015)27.
The risks connected to the environmental
sustainability of innovation go hand
in hand with strong doubts about its
economic sustainability. There is concern
about the real presence and possible
burst of the so-called «startup bubble»,
i.e. a speculative bubble resulting from
the ongoing appreciation in the value of
innovative start-ups in the U.S. Suffice it to
think of the so-called “Unicorns” – i.e. startups worth over $1bn – which have indeed
quadrupled over the last 3 years (from
39 to 156), with Uber (~$62bn), Xiaomi
(~$46bn), and Airbnb (~$26bn) at the top
of the list28. Industry experts forecast that
90% of start-ups will experience a strong
downward revision of their performance,
whereas only 10% will perform in line with
the current growth forecasts29.

Source: “Food Waste: The Facts”, United Nations Environment Programme, World Food Day, 2015
Source: “Traffico in calo in Italia per il secondo anno consecutivo”, Inrix, 2016
27
Source: “Deforestation Facts”, Conserve-energy-future.com, 2016; “Oil Tanker Spill Statistics 2015”, ITOPF, 2015
28
Source: “The Unicorn List”, Fortune, 2016
29
Source: “The Bubble Will burst, says VC Jim Breyer”, Fortune, 2015
25
26
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The “take-off” of the Unicorns may
also seem tempting for inexperienced
investors30. Much in the same way as the
in the 1960s, which were dominated by the
dream of making «easy money» by buying
and selling stock, today amateur investors
might exploit confidential information
to speculate on the success of start-ups of
questionable viability.
However, worrying about economic
and environmental sustainability is not
enough, as new challenges are arising on
the security front. As a matter of fact, the
pervasiveness of digital technology within
the innovation process always corresponds
to growing threats to the protection
of data concerning organizations and
individuals. All major organizations secure
sensitive data against viruses and hackers,
just as banks, insurance companies and
financial institutions face the difficult task of
keeping their clients’ financial information
confidential. Indeed, in the past we just
had to protect ourselves from «physical»
threats, whereas now, as a result of the
development of the Internet, we also need
to think about our «virtual» security31.

Over the last few years, several IT security
incidents followed by corporate data leaks
have occurred; for example:
• Starting from 2006, WikiLeaks
has released 10mln confidential
files belonging to institutions and
organizations32.
• In 2014, as a result of a single cyberattack, Sony Pictures lost 48% of data
stored in corporate PCs and 54% of the
files stored on its servers33.
Also individual security is exposed to risks:
• The FBI says that the CryptoWall
Ransomware34 alone cost over $18mln in
losses in the past few years35.
• On the black market, credit card data is
currently worth around $1 and the price
of a complete personal health record
may vary between $200 and $2,00036.
Last but not least, the extensive use of new
technologies has heightened social issues
previously unknown to us: today, we hear a
lot about “cyberbullying”, “cyberchondria”,
and alienation from reality resulting from
psychological dependence on social media.

More specifically:
• 50% of young adults between 18 and 24
check Facebook immediately after waking
up37.
• “Cyberbullying” – i.e. the act of harming
and harassing via information technology
networks – is silently growing: in the
United States, only 7% of parents show
awareness of the problem, although over
33% of teenagers have been cyberbullied38.
• “Cyberchondria” – i.e. the unfounded
escalation of concerns about common
symptomology based on review of search
results and literature online – is a growing
concern among healthcare practitioners,
as 8 individuals out of 10 in the U.S.
use the Internet to research any and all
symptoms of a disease or condition and
manifest a state of increased medical
anxiety in 40% of cases39.
Thus, innovation brings with it problems
related to security, society and
sustainability that must be dealt with
in order to capture the benefits of the
changes brought about by development.
Indeed, although it is true that innovation
entails risks, we should not miss the
opportunities that lay ahead. In particular,
how will the upcoming transformations
impact on the various aspects of wellbeing?

30
31

32
33

34

35

36

37

38

39

Source: “Analisi tecnica” dbyMichael N. Kahn, 2006
Source: “The 9 worst cyber attacks of 2015”, Business
Insider, 2015
Source: “What is Wikileaks”, Wikileaks, 2015
Source: “Sony Pictures: Inside the Hack of the
Century”, Fortune, 2015
CryptoWall is a virus that infects Windows operating
systems released in 2013
Source: “A Devastating Type of Hack Is Costing People
Big Money”, Time, 2016
Source: “Cyber security: Attack of the health
attackers”, Financial Times, 2015
Source: "The Top 20 Valuable Facebook Statistics",
Zephoria Digital Marketing, Maggio 2016
Source: “Cyberbullying Statistics”, Internetsafety101.
com, 2011
Source: “Cyberchondria: Studies of the Escalation
of Medical Concerns in Web Search”, Microsoft
Research, 2009
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Promoting innovation to improve
living conditions: innovation
affects all aspects of well-being
It is a fact, innovation does entail risks –
from concerns about environmental and
economic viability, to social issues, to the
threats to the infrastructure protecting our
data – that must be dealt with in order to
make the most of change.
In spite of its ‘darker side’, however,
innovation continues to improve
countless aspects of our life – from the
democratization of Internet access and its
extension to developing countries, to new
business models and business approaches
– and to have a positive, cross-cutting
impact on all dimensions of well-being.
1. Food
We eat healthier and safer food thanks
to the so-called “diagnostic technologies.”
Hi-tech sensors called «points of care»
allow us to gather information on the
origin of the food products we eat and to
check their properties40.

2.Quality of Life
Innovation improves the way we move
around and travel. According to Navigant
Research, the global market for smart
urban mobility is expected to grow from
$5.1bn to $25.1bn between 2015 and
2024 41.
3.Climate
The use of renewable energy sources
is more and more widespread: the share
of renewable sources in gross final
consumption of energy increased from
8.3% to 15% in the EU between 2004 and
201342.
4.Sport & Wellness
The use of wearable devices for
fitness-tracking purposes is growing; it is
estimated that shipments will increase at
an annual rate of 25% until 202043.
5.Security
Our cities will be safer and more
efficient: the global Safe City market is
expected to increase its value to $226bn
in 202244.
6.Healthcare
Artificial Intelligence (AI) will support
healthcare practitioners in the normal
course of their duties, helping doctors
take better decisions for their patients.
Today, e-Health, i.e. healthcare practices

supported by electronic devices and
communication, is becoming increasingly
widespread45.
7. Work-life balance
Work-life balance is improving for millions
of people: in Italy, for example, the
number of remote workers increased
by 8% in 2013 compared to 2012, going
from 17% to 25%46. At a global level,
work-life balance is the most important
parameter used to evaluate career
opportunities 47.
8.Finance
Social contribution to the funding
of (new) entrepreneurial initiatives
is increasing: in 2015, crowdfunding
platforms worldwide raised $34.4bn, i.e.
+112% compared to 2014 48.
In conclusion, on the one hand we should
be aware of, and take precautions against,
the risks and limitations of innovation,
but on the other hand we cannot ignore
its benefits. Only if we enhance the
revolutionary potential of innovation and
acknowledge its darker side will we be able
to exploit its benefits, thus achieving a real
improvement of our economic, social
and environmental system in all areas,
both present and future ones.

The 8 dimensions of well-being

Finance

Food
40

Work-life
balance

Innovation
and well-being

Quality
of life

41

42
43

44

Health
care

Climate

45

46

Security
14

Sport &
Wellness

47
48

Source: “Con la tecnologia piatti più sani e sicuri”, La
Stampa, 2016
Source: “Urban Mobility in Smart Cities”, Navigant
Research, 2015
Source: “Renewable energy statistics”, Eurostat, 2015
Fonte: “How emerging consumer and professional
Source trends are driving interest in wearable
devices”, Business Insider, 2015
Source: “Global Safe City: Industry, Technologies &
Market – 2015-2020”, Homeland Security Research,
2015
Source: “IBM's Watson using data to transform health
care”, Chicago Tribune, 2015
Source: “Il telelavoro può salvare le aziende! Anche
l’Italia si adeguerà alla digitalizzazione del lavoro?”,
Madeinbusiness.it, 2014
Source: “Deloitte Millennials Survey”, Deloitte, 2016
Source: “Crowdfunding: l’anno del boom! – dati
aggiornati 2015”, Italiancrowdfunding.it, 2015
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The future of innovation:
Singularity University at the
Deloitte Innovation Summit 2016
The world is on the eve of an era
characterized by unprecedented
technological innovation and innovative
thrust. We are close to a period in
which the speed of the introduction of
innovative solutions – from cars with
autonomous driving technologies to the
genetic modification of human beings
– will exceed our ability to foresee and
understand the future. Internet access
will soon be available all over the world (by
2020, Internet users will represent 66%
of the world population) and everybody
will be able to make the most of business
information and opportunities thanks
to the resources available online. The
push towards innovation will be so great
that existing regulatory barriers will
no longer be sufficient: in any case,
innovation will gain a foothold in the less
controlled areas of the planet.
But then, where is innovation going?
How will our life be in the future? What
new economic, social, environmental
challenges will be linked to the exponential
development of technology?
The practical consequences of the
upcoming wave of innovation will very
much depend on the answer to these
questions: there is no doubt that
innovations will be introduced, what
remains to be decided is the way in
which we will use them. And that is the
reason why Singularity University, guest
of honor at the Innovation Summit 2016,
gathers organizations, start-ups, NGOs

The 10 big challenges of the next 10 years

How will you positively impact 1 billion people in the next decade?

Environment

Food

Energy

Water

Education

Prosperity

Disaster
resilience

Health

Governance

Security

Space

and governments, under the banner of
innovation with the aim of educating
today’s leaders, so that they can use
progress to address the big challenges
that will significantly impact on the future
of humanity – the so-called “Grand
Challenges” – affecting no less than 1 billion
people. Because no matter how promising
the world of tomorrow may seem, today
(this list is not exhaustive):
• Around one billion people live in
extreme poverty, with no access to safe
drinking water.
• There are around 900 million illiterate
people.
• Climate changes have been predicted
that may result in the extinction of 50%
of the species living on the planet.
15
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“We see some new Google
Glass come out and imagine
that next year we'll have
augmented reality. In reality,
the technology is moving
exponentially, and on an
exponential curve on the
beginning part, the curve
demonstrates a doubling
pattern, but on a very small
scale: it looks like nothing is
happening. But it’s happening.
In the short term, we're almost
always disappointed with the
progress of technology. At
some point we get into another
realm where things are moving
so fast that we can’t believe it –
it almost seems like magic”.

Towards technological
singularity: from a linear to an
exponential world
Rob Nail, CEO of Singularity University,
is convinced that in order to begin to
understand the dynamic of innovation, first
of all we should get rid of the bad habit of
thinking linearly. According to Nail, from the
advent of the Internet onwards the world
has shifted from a linear, local model to
an exponential, global one, although we
haven’t realized it.
Instead, we have allowed dissatisfaction
with the unfulfilled promises of technology
to mislead us (deceptive disappointment)
and this has led us to underestimate,
almost with regret, the changes expected
in the future. But the exponential
phase of the innovative thrust is now
suddenly jolting us out of disappointment
(disruptive stress), exceeding all our
expectations and taking us wholly by
surprise.

Rob Nail

“If I had asked you in 2009 what
a cellphone would have looked
like in 2016, you probably
would have told me that it
was going to sync with your
computer better, maybe take
higher resolution photos, have
a better bandwidth, or work in
more countries. You would not
have said it would be a teacher,
a doctor and with millions of
applications, that everyone on
the planet has access to. If you
had said that, people would
have looked at you like you
were crazy. And are we done,
is this it? Will this be something
completely different in 5 years
from now?”
Rob Nail
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“Research shows that most
large companies are under
threat and don’t last as long
as they used to. S&P 500
used to last 67 years, now 15,
maybe only 10 years. Why?
Because any company set up
for success in the 20th century
is doomed to fail in the 21st.
Because the things that you
need to do to be successful
at scale […] are the exact
opposite things that you need
to be adaptable and deal with
exponential technologies”.
Rob Nail

The exponential phase of the curve will
leave behind all those who are unable to
adapt. Nail maintains that organizations
based on business models designed to be
successful in the 20th century will certainly
fail in the 21st century, because in order to
maintain a dominant position on a largescale market they are likely to sacrifice
the flexibility needed to adapt to the
sudden changes caused by technological
acceleration. A clear example of this
is Kodak: in 1996, Kodak had 140,000
employees and a market capitalization of
$28bn; 16 years later, the company filed for
bankruptcy, delisted from NYSE, and ended
up with only 17,000 employees and a
market capitalization below $100mln. In the
same year, Instagram established itself as
a top player in the era of digital and social
photography, reaching $1bn of market
capitalization with only 13 employees and
today is one of Facebook’s business units
worth $13mln. Despite investing over $2bn
overall, Kodak did not succeed in adapting
quickly enough and was soon swept away
by the tide of the exponential evolution of
technological progress.

The experts of Singularity University
claim that what happened to Kodak and
Instagram is not an isolated case, but is
part of an irreversible trend that is going
to characterize the future of several
businesses. We can no longer afford to
make linear predictions based on historical
trends, as the future is going to change
much more rapidly than the past did.
But why is it so difficult for us to “think
exponentially”? Why do we remain tied
to linear change models? Nail believes
the main culprit is the evolution of our
species, which has shaped man’s cognitive
functions on the basis of a linear, local
model: we have always dealt only with
threats and opportunities close in time
and space. It’s not surprising, therefore,
that we are not equipped to understand
and control the rapid development of
exponential technologies. As we are aware
of the deceit inherent in our linear mindset,
it is therefore reasonable to expect that at
some point in time the speed of innovation
will exceed our ability to understand it: a
“technological singularity” that will occur
by approximately 2045 according to
experts at Singularity University.

17
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The fundamentals of
exponentially growing innovation:
a glimpse into the future
In what way will the exponential world be
different from the world we are used to?
According to Brad Templeton, IT engineer,
entrepreneur and Networks & Computing
Chair at Singularity University, the future
will not merely be a safer and more
efficient version of the present: entire
economic sectors will be transformed, our
most ingrained habits will change; lastly,
the way we engage with daily reality will
change. In the world of the future:
1. Distance will disappear.
Innovative solutions in the field of
telepresence and tele robotics will
enable people who are far away from
each other to see and hear each other
as if they were in the same room, even to
communicate using the sense of touch.
2.Real and virtual experiences will
be indistinguishable. Augmented
reality will allow users to interact with
their surroundings in completely new
ways: Magic Leaps, an industry-leading
start-up (whose value was estimated
at $4.5bn even before it was launched
on the market), promises to make the
integration between virtual and real
world absolutely seamless.
3.The human body will live in symbiosis
with machines. Wearable devices, i.e.
electronic technologies or devices that
are incorporated into items of clothing
or can comfortably be worn on the body,
promise to monitor health constantly
and effectively, helping users improve
their lifestyle, for example through
disease prevention.
But what do these innovations have
in common, and what are the factors
enabling their exponential nature?
Templeton believes that software will
be at the basis of the future innovative
thrust which will result in innovative
technologies. Software – unlike any other
product or service – is infinitely scalable,
it is accessible to anyone, has been
characterized by an exponential decrease
in cost combined with an exponential
growth in processing power:
18

1. Software scalability is enabled mainly
by the Internet which, according to
Templeton, is the least expensive
and most agile distribution platform
worldwide. Its winning features are
represented by the simplicity of the
network – which operates pretty much
in the same way as 30 years ago – and
the complexity of the software exploiting
the network, which is also where the
added value is contained. This scenario
is in sharp contrast with that of the first
telephone networks, where the added
value resided in the network – owned by
private providers – whereas the activity
supported by the network – talking on
the phone – had no “scalable” value, that
is no value that could be perceived also
outside the relationship between the two
people engaged in conversation.
2.Software accessibility is linked to the
prevalence of open platforms and “open
source” projects: the fact that everyone
can contribute a line of code to common
initiatives, combined with low monthly
Internet rates, has enabled users to
become inventors. If Mark Zuckerberg
had not had free and cheap access to
the Internet, and if he hadn’t been able
to use programming languages and open
source tools free of charge, he would
never have come up with Facebook in his
university dorm.
3.Thanks to the drop in costs and
the increase in computing power,
software can perform increasingly
complex – and therefore richer in
value - operations at an increasingly
low price. The nature of these changes
is in line with Moore’s Law, i.e. the
observation that the complexity of a
chip doubles approximately every 18
months, while the price of a transistor
decreases proportionally. When this law
was formulated (1965), Moore thought
it would apply for around 7 years. Now
we know that not only it is still valid, but
it can be considered applicable also
to the period before it was formulated
– i.e. to the whole 20th century - with
the adjustments required by the
technologies of that time.

“On the internet, the network
is simple and the edges are
smart. The same design
from the 80s is running the
internet today. The smarts are
not in the network, they’re in
the software that runs on it.
This means that anyone can
innovate. Anyone can innovate
at the edges and nobody can
stop you”.
Brad Templeton

“This [pricing model] lets
people build things without
figuring out the financial
justification on day 1. They can
come up with an idea in a dorm
room and have it be successful
without variable cost. Years
later they‘ve figured out
how to turn those ideas into
multi-billion dollar companies.
The idea of an open playing
field without variable costs
was remarkable in the fuel it
provided for innovation.”
Brad Templeton
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“Basing your business on
software is becoming more
and more important […]. If
your company’s value does not
reside in the software, you may
not have a company soon. The
reason is that you nor I have a
crystal ball: we cannot tell you
the form of 2025 and 2030
with accuracy. But if you show
me the plan you have written
for your city or company in
2025, I can tell you it is wrong.
You need to make that plan
with 2023 knowledge, not
the knowledge of 2016. How
do you do that? Only if your
value is in software, because
software can be changed and
redeployed at no cost.”
Brad Templeton

“The car industry will move
from selling cars to selling rides.
The number 2 company [selling
rides], Lyft, received a $500mln
investment from General
Motors to promote this [selfdriving cars]. Next year you’ll
be able to get a ride in a selfdriving Lyft in San Francisco.
That’s how quickly they want
to move and think about the
business of selling rides instead
of cars”.
Brad Templeton

The main characteristics of software –
scalability, accessibility and decreasing
price – will turn it into the center of
gravity of an increasingly unstable world.
Precisely because it is difficult to predict
the exponential future, Templeton argues
that basing one’s business on software
will become more and more important. We
have witnessed how flexible and scalable
software is, even a long way away in space
and time, when the New Horizons probe
reached Pluto after almost 10 years since
its launch and NASA could enhance its
software by adding features that had been
released only some months before.
According to Templeton, the biggest
changes linked to software enhancement
will take place in the transport and
mobility sector, which today is suffering
from inefficiencies: every year, 1.2mln
people die in road accidents and, in the
United States alone, $870bn are spent on
accident-related medical examinations.
The introduction of autonomous driving
vehicles, enabled by software scalability
and accessibility, will allow everyone to
travel safely, while at the same time saving
energy and decreasing the number of
road accidents – for example, reducing the
number of drunk driving accidents (around
40% of total road accidents), as computers
cannot get drunk. Small and safe electric
cars equipped with AD technology will
circulate in our cities, leaving drivers free
to choose not to drive, whereas today
people in the U.S. spend at least one hour
a day behind the wheel. Then, the most
important part of the car will no longer be
the engine, but the on-board computer,
and there will be a value shift that is typical
of technological innovation.
However, self-driving cars will not only
balance out the waste and faults that
characterize current means of transport.
As a matter of fact, there will also be a
radical change in the business models of
the entire industry, which will shift from
selling cars to selling mobility, i.e. rides in
shared driverless cars.

Moreover, Templeton foresees that this
transition will have repercussions in
adjacent sectors:
1. The real estate market will be
transformed. As cars will be able to
autonomously reach out-of-town parking
lots and park themselves, city center
parking facilities will disappear, leaving
room for new buildings and green areas.
2.The ecosystem of the energy industry
will change. In a world where people
no longer own cars and circulating
vehicles are exclusively electric, fossil
fuel consumption will be dramatically
reduced: if all Americans used smallsized electric cars to move around the
city, for example, the United States would
stop importing oil.
3.Transport and logistics will improve.
Driverless trucks operating at maximum
efficiency 24 hours a day will reduce fuel
consumption and delivery times.
The impact of autonomous driving
technologies on the transport industry is
thus a classic example of how innovation
develops in an apparently linear way at
first – just think of the slow and gradual
improvement of vehicles which occurred
over some decades – and then accelerates
exponentially. But innovation will
revolutionize not only mobility. Raymond
McCauley, Biotech Track Chair at Singularity
University, believes that the very same
drivers that will enable software to change
the world exponentially will operate also
in other sectors, such as biotechnology
and medicine, which are further away from
IT. Indeed, over the last 15 years, the cost
of sequencing a human genome has
dropped by several orders of magnitude –
just as it happened with microprocessors
– passing from $3bn spent by the U.S.
government for the Human Genome
Project in 2001 to $1000 i.e. the price for
sequencing a genome last year. Sequencing
a human genome is predicted to cost as
little as $10 in 2018.
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“What we're trying to do, is
to start a revolution. But a
scientific revolution. We want to
put more tools in more hands,
we think that’s going to help
people understand technology
better, and understand it as
inventors, as students, […],
as citizens who will be able
to evaluate better what the
policies should be, what they
want to live with and not live
with as they become mature.”
Raymon McCauley

Low-cost, large-scale genome sequencing
will revolutionize medicine as much as
autonomous driving will change the way we
travel. Disease prevention will be replaced
by disease prediction, with a profound
impact on man’s health – says McCauley –
which we will observe in just a few years:
1. Every newborn will have their genome
sequenced at birth, so it will be possible
to create a genetic profile of each
baby that enables the prediction of
sensitivities, diseases and intolerances
from the very first days of his/her life.
2.Cancer will be detected before it
becomes a problem through tests
carried out on small blood samples
and based on an analysis of the DNA
of cancer cells in the very first stages
of their pathological development.
Moreover, biohacking communities
will be created where amateur
biotechnologists will be able to analyze
their own DNA (and that of others) to
detect dangerous mutations 49.
3.We will modify our own lifestyle on
the basis of the needs revealed by
genetic analyses; we will eat specific
food products and undergo medical
checks more or less frequently based on
predictions about our health conditions.
The therapeutic promises of DNA
sequencing will be surpassed only by those
of genetic engineering, where an equally
significant cost reduction is taking place:
as a matter of fact, it is already possible
to order online specific DNA segments
for as little as $0.03 per base50 and have
the finished product delivered at the lab.
McCauley argues that the synthesis and
modification of DNA in living organisms will
deeply impact on our health as well as on

the pharmaceutical industry and nutrition:
1. DNA modification applied to man will
enable the cure of genetic diseases
that were considered incurable in the
past: it will be even possible to increase
longevity and intelligence before birth.
2.The pharmaceutical industry will use
genetically modified microorganisms
to produce vaccines, drugs and
substances useful for human health.
It will be possible to grow genetically
engineered plants and fruit products for
the production of drugs in remote areas
which until now have been excluded
from traditional distribution channels.
3.Thanks to genetically modified food
products, waste will be reduced and
higher yields will be achieved with a
lower impact on the environment.
Thus, it is clear that the innovative
thrust we are experiencing - from IT to
biotechnologies – is not going to stop. It
will irreversibly transform the world in all
its aspects: from the pharmaceutical to
the automotive industry, from the way of
doing business to our habits, the way we
communicate, the relationship we have
with reality, our health, and the way we
go to work every day. The scalability and
accessibility of technology as well as the
ongoing reduction in its costs will change
the future more quickly and deeply than
ever before.
But what new economic, social and
environmental challenges will be linked
to the development of innovation? In
what way will we have to adapt our socioeconomic system to the new technologies?
What new ethical and political issues will
we be faced with? Who should have control
over progress?

Biohackers are individuals and communities that study the hacker lifestyle from a biological perspective: outside
institutional environments, using an open and horizontal approach, sharing information and [...] using open source,
recycled or community-developed tools; ”Biohacker, ecco chi sono gli hacker della vita” (Biohackers, this is who
hackers are in real life), Wired, 2015
50
DNA is composed of a sequence of molecules called “bases”, which make up its code. The human genome contains
approximately 3 billion of base pairs.
49
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“Within the next 5-10 years,
technology will connect all of
humanity, completely bring
back our productivity because
we won’t be wasting time
driving; we'll have tools that
will allow us to re-engineer our
kids, and we're at a place where
we can eradicate all genetic
disorders”.
Rob Nail

“And I think this is the hard
work in the world. What we
need to do is have more
dialogue about what the
implications of this technology
are and where we think they
should lead us. We're not just
talking about the future of our
businesses now. We're talking
about the future of humanity”.
Rob Nail

Probability of Automation by an
Occupation's Median Hourly Wage
Median Probability of Automation

0,83

0,31

0,04
Less than 20$

20$ to 40$

The new challenges of the
exponential world: they are
certain to arise, but the way we
will deal with them is still to be
decided
If on the one hand exponential
technologies promise to improve our
health and economy, on the other hand
they will bring with them ethical dilemmas
and social challenges differing from those
we had to face in the past. This leads to a
rethink of the previous statements:
1. Autonomous driving technologies will
not be perfect. Accepting the fact that
cars may autonomously cause damage
to people and things will certainly be a
controversial topic. Enabling autonomous
driving features on cars could also have
an impact on our health, if the extreme
comfort of been driven around will lead
us to get less and less physical activity.
2.Our genetic data will be available
to other people. McCauley foresees
that in 2-3 years portable devices will
be so sensitive that they will be able to
analyze the DNA of the people gathered
in one room by picking up the cells
they breathe out. Knowing a person’s
DNA means having a detailed risk
profile not only of his/her future health
conditions, but also of the health of his/
her parents and children, grandparents
and grandchildren, even distant relatives.
The DNA is the most intimate piece of
personal information on an individual;
therefore, it is essential that the relevant
institutions are aware of this and ready
to regulate access to it so as to protect
the privacy of all citizens.

4.Automation will replace most of
today’s labor force. Machines and
artificial intelligence devices will be able
to execute a whole series of tasks more
efficiently and safely than the majority of
people: 47% of jobs in the U.S. are at risk
of being replaced by robots. Although
automation can lead man towards
progressive freedom from work, it will be
fundamental, however, to understand
how its short-term consequences can be
dealt with.
The temptation to contain innovation and
regulate its effects will be huge. However,
the experts of Singularity University have
no doubts about one thing, that is, that
not only containment measures will be
of no use, but they will also impair the
competitiveness of those who implement
them. According to Rob Nail, it is no use
opposing exponential technologies in
order to protect the current status of one’s
own company, country or constitution.
Nail suggests that we experiment: like
Switzerland, which this year has considered
the option of introducing a universal basic
income. Thus, the challenge of the future
lies in guiding exponential innovation
where it can increase well-being in the
world, without trying to stop it.
With this in mind, Singularity University
intends to educate the leaders of today to
get ready for tomorrow, because only if
we wittingly monitor new technologies will
we be able to reap the benefits they offer
and improve well-being and quality of life
globally.

3.Inequalities may increase. Genome
editing-based therapies and genetic
enhancement will have a very high
initial cost; so, in order to avoid further
sources of inequality – rooted in biology,
in this case – the relevant institutions will
have to intervene. Failing to intervene
would mean – according to McCauley –
accepting a world in which, for example,
some children will be immune to
diseases that will kill others.

More than 40$

Median Hourly Wage in 2010
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The perception among citizens
of the relationship between
innovation and well-being
In a context where innovation seems to
offer endless possibilities of improving
our quality of life, although some «darker
areas» and new challenges in terms
of sustainability have to be taken into
account, Deloitte – in cooperation with
Euromedia Research – has investigated
the real perception of the relationship
between well-being and innovation among
European citizens through a comparative
survey conducted in the major European
countries (Italy, France, Germany, UK, and
Scandinavia.

The survey shows that the current
European generation has a positive
perception of their well-being, and this is
particularly true for Italians:

The survey was conducted with a sample
of around 3,000 people; the profile of the
interviewed participants is representative
of men and women of all ages making up
the national population of the countries
considered.

• We pay attention to our physical
condition by practicing sports (only 16%
of Italians say they do not engage in any
physical activity, a result in line with the
EU average, i.e. 15.2%); 42.4% of Italians
practice sports regularly (once / twice

• We all feel in good shape (only 6% of
Europeans think they are in a poor
psychophysical condition, with peaks
of 3.9% in Italy and 3.6% in Germany)
and younger than our peers (48.7%
of respondents in Italy compared
to a European average of 39%); this
perception prevails among people over
65 living in central and southern Italy.

The results of the survey show that
innovation is generally perceived by
Europeans as playing a key role in the
improvement of our well-being, although
with uncertain prospects as a result of the
economic and environmental context. For
their part, Italians do share this perception,
albeit with some peculiarities which
reflect the specific context they live in.

a week) and this figure is consistent
with the European average (44%); the
Europeans who practice sports the most
live in Scandinavia, where 1 citizen out of
3 practices sports every day (and within
this group 1 person out of 2 is over 65).
• Over time we have become more
sensitive to our well-being and its
improvement (compared to 10 years
ago, only 6.5% of Italians vs. 7.3% of
Europeans care less for their wellbeing), in particular for the following
reasons: increased awareness of aspects
concerning individual well-being (e.g.
nutrition), perception of progressive
aging, and the onset of diseases or
other health-related problems (aspects
included in the third reason given).

3.9%

We feel in good
shape and young...

6.0%

...we pay attention
to our physical
condition...

Italy - France
Germany - UK
Scandinavia

...and we
increasingly value
our well-being

48.7%

...think they are in
a poor
psychophysical
condition

39.0%

85%

42.0%

Citizens who
practice physical
activity

44.0%

Reason (rkg)

IT

FR

GE

UK

SK

Awareness

1

1

2

2

1

Aging

2

1

1

1

2

Health

3

2

3

3

3

...feel younger
than their peers,
especially in
population
over 65

...practice
sports
one/twice
a week

...only 7.3% of
Europeans (6.5% in
Italy) care less for
their well-being
compared to
10 years ago

Source: Survey by Deloitte, "Innovation and well-being", May 2016
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42%

14%

...say they follow a
alanced diet regularly
or for most of the year

Food and
nutrition
in 4 countries
out of 5

Available
income
in 3 countries
out of 5

Access to suitable
healthcare
facilities
in 1 country
out of 5

Quality of
life in cities
in 1 country
out of 5

Source: Survey by Deloitte, “Innovation and well-being”, May 2016

Food and nutrition are key to people’s
well-being (they are considered as the
most important factors in 4 countries out
of 5, that is, all countries surveyed except
Germany), and this is particularly true
for Italians: 42.1% of Italians (vs. 14% of
Europeans) follow a balanced diet regularly
or for most of the year; after food and
nutrition, the other key factors mentioned
by respondents are: available income (no.
1 in Germany, France and UK), access to
healthcare facilities (no. 1 in the UK) and
quality of life in cities (no. 1 in France).
As to the aspects of well-being with which
we feel most content and personally
satisfied, it should be noted that:
• Food and nutrition rank first in 3
countries out of 5 (Italy, France, and
Scandinavia).
• Access to healthcare facilities is
mentioned as the no.1 aspect in 3
countries out of 5 (France, Germany, and
UK).
• The perception of the level of safety
in everyday life contexts is indicated
as the top priority only in Scandinavian
countries.

Thanks to innovation...

12.5%

20.6%

...believe innovation
has not improved
our well-being

Knowledge and the volume of available
information have increased1
in 4 countries out of 5
Procedures have been simplified1

Source: Survey by Deloitte, “Innovation and well-being”, May 2016
1. First answer

in 1 country out of 5

Technological devices are “within reach”1

in 1 country out of 5

Almost all Europeans think that the
development of technologies and
innovation have improved the level of wellbeing - Italians in particular support this
statement (only 12.5% of Italians vs. 20.6%
of Europeans think the contrary is true) –
because thanks to them:
• The volume of available information
has increased (this aspect ranks first in
Italy, France, Germany, UK).
• Procedures have been simplified (this
aspect ranks first in Scandinavia).
• Technological devices are now ‘within
reach’ (this aspect ranks first in Italy).
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However, we are less optimistic that our
level of well-being may further improve in
the future: 1 European out of 4 believes our
level of well-being will be worse (the most
pessimistic respondents are the Germans
- 34%, whereas the Scandinavians are the
least pessimistic ones – 16.8%); two main
causes of this deterioration have been
identified:
• Perception of a reduction in available
income and opportunities for personal
fulfillment (ranks first in all countries
considered).

Causes of deterioration
Lower available income and reduced opportunities fo
personal fulfillment1
in 5 countries out of 5

1 European citizen
out of 4 believes our
well-being will be worse

Worse environmental conditions
(e.g. air quality)2
in 4 countries out of 5

Source: Survey by Deloitte, “Innovation and well-being”, May 2016
1. First answer - 2. Second answer

• Perception of a deterioration in
environmental conditions (ranks
second in Italy France, Germany, and UK).

Our country is considered an “outsider” in
this innovation game: as a matter of fact,
only 1 citizen out of 10 (vs. 1 out of 3 on
average in the EU) thinks Italy has a higher
level of innovation than other countries;
for these citizens, our superiority is mainly
due to: higher private investments (33.5%
in ITA vs. 22% in the EU) and a greater
number of talents and cases of individual
excellence (31.4% in ITA vs. 31% in the EU).

31.4%

31.0%

Greater number of talents

33.5%

22.0%

Higher private investments

...only 1 Italian out of 10 (vs. 3 citizens out of 10 in the other countries)
thinks Italy has a higher level of innovation than other countries

Source: Survey by Deloitte, “Innovation and well-being”, May 2016

Abroad, European citizens believe their
respective countries have a higher level
of innovation than other countries for the
following reasons:
• Higher private investments (opinion
shared by 29% of respondents in the UK).
• Greater number of talents and cases of
individual excellence (opinion shared by
33.3% of respondents in France, 29% in
the UK, 35% in Scandinavia).
• Greater number of research or education
centers (opinion shared by 30.8% of
respondents in Germany).
4 Italians out of 10 (vs. 6 out of 10
Europeans) think the level of innovation in
Italy is the same as in other countries.
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Innovation is deemed a missed opportunity
by the majority of Italian respondents:
indeed, 5 Italians out of 10 (vs. 1 out of 10
European citizens on average) think that
the level of innovation in Italy is lower in
particular because the Government does
not invest in innovation (opinion shared
by 64.2% of Italian vs. 37% of Europeans),
although the country has young talents
and Italians attach more importance
than others to these aspects (60% of
Italians vs. 55% of Europeans claim they
are informed about the latest innovations
and technologies available on the market
related to health and well-being).

At the same time, Italian respondents
show the highest level of “dissatisfaction”
in Europe with the level of quality of life in
the country (only 36% of Italians think that
living in Italy is better than living elsewhere
vs. 58% of Europeans on average and
65.4% of Germans), because they believe
that other Countries offer:
• Better quality of life in cities (this aspect
ranks first).

64%

37%

..we think innovation is a
missed opportunity, especially
because public investment
is lacking...

Why? Italy is characterized by…
Worse quality of
life in cities

36%

58%

...think that living in their
own country is better than
living elsewhere

Lower available
income
Difficult access to
healthcare facilities

Source: Survey by Deloitte, “Innovation and well-being”, May 2016

• Easier access to healthcare facilities
(this aspect ranks second).
An investigation into the main reasons why
the other European respondents think that
living in their own country is better has
shown that:
• The French, the English and the citizens
of Scandinavia claim they have better
access to healthcare facilities; more
specifically, Scandinavian respondents
also have a better perception of the level
of safety in everyday life contexts.
• The main reason mentioned in Germany
is a better work-life balance..
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55%

Source: Survey by Deloitte, “Innovation and well-being”, May 2016

• Higher available income (this aspect
ranks first).

36% of the Italians who think that living
in Italy is better than living in the rest of
Europe do so because they believe eating
habits in Italy are better than abroad.

60%

...although we are more interested
than other countries in
innovation aspects
impacting health and well-being
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Finally, we are worried about financial
problems, which have an impact on
our health: 1 Italian out of 3 does not
undergo physicals on a regular basis
(the situation abroad is even worse, with
peaks of 59.6% in the UK and 63.4% in
Scandinavia); those who monitor their
health most regularly seem to be the
Germans (34.2% of Germans undergo
medical checks every 6 months).
The survey has highlighted 3 main trends
with reference to the most monitored
clinical values:
• Cholesterol/blood glucose level: in Italy.
• Blood pressure: in France, Germany and
UK.
• Weight/BMI: in Scandinavia.
If on the one hand access to healthcare
facilities does not appear to be an obstacle,
on the other hand the reasons that
prevent respondents from undergoing
medical exams on a regular basis are
diverse at a European level:
• Italians (45.4%) blame financial
constraints.
• The French (31.5%) and the English
(29.9%) complain they have no time.
• Germans (29.7%) and Scandinavians
(19.6%) do not undergo medical checks
because they are afraid of knowing the
truth about their actual state of health.

45.4%
19.7%
1 Italian out of 3 undergoes
...and most respondents say it is
medical exams
only if necessary... mainly because of financial constraints
Source: Survey by Deloitte, “Innovation and well-being”, May 2016

At to the type of health checks,
examinations by a specialist doctor and
general medical examinations are what
Europeans prefer; as a matter of fact:
• Specialist examinations rank first
among the preferences of French and
Scandinavian respondents.
• General medical examinations rank first
among the preferences of Italians and
Germans.
• The use of traditional devices/methods
for health monitoring (e.g.: having one’s
blood pressure measured in a pharmacy)
ranks first among the preferences of UK
respondents.
• The use of technological devices and
mobile applications that allow individuals
to autonomously monitor their state of
health ranks second in the UK, third in
Germany and Scandinavia, fourth in Italy
and France.
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European respondents expect health to be
the area to which innovation can provide
the greatest contribution: this opinion is
shared by 1 European out of 4 (with peaks
of 28.9% in Italy and 29.2% in the UK).
But how do we actually use innovation in
relation to health? How well do we know it?
How familiar are we with it?

How do we use it?
1 European citizen out of 4
believes health
is the area in which
innovation can achieve the
most effective results, but...

How well do we know it?
How well do we know it?

Source: Survey by Deloitte, “Innovation and well-being”, May 2016

In particular, the new technologies help us:
• Monitor our health more often (on
average, 1 European out of 3; Italian
figures are in line with the European
average; peaks of 47.8% in France and
35.5% in Germany).
• Engage in physical activity (countries
in northern Europe are more sensitive
to this aspect: 26.8% in Italy vs. 41.5% in
Scandinavia).
• Improve our diet (Italy is the country
that is most interested in this aspect with
27.1%, the highest figure in Europe).

We have a good knowledge of technological
innovations in this field:

It helps us monitor our health

1 European out of 3 uses
the new technologies to
monitor his/her health
condition more often

27%

32%

...to engage in physical activity

27%

Source: Survey by Deloitte, “Innovation and well-being”, May 2016

We have a good knowledge of innovation

• 3 Europeans out of 4 know what
wearables are (with peak figures in Italy:
81.9%, in Germany: 85.2%, and in the UK:
92.6%).
• 9 Europeans out of 10 are familiar with
lifestyle monitoring Apps (e.g.: calories
counter, step counter, ...); figures are
similar in all countries involved in the
survey (Italy = 89.2%).

3 Europeans out of 4
are familiar with
wearable devices

9 Europeans out of 10 are familiar
with smartphone applications

Source: Survey by Deloitte, “Innovation and well-being”, May 2016
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...to improve our diet
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However, although in general we are wellinformed about innovation and its impact
on health, the use of technology for health
monitoring is still limited: as a matter of
fact, 39% of respondents in Italy say they’ve
never used a device or an App to monitor
their health; abroad, the figures confirming
such limited use are even higher, as shown
by France (64.4%) and Scandinavia (51.4%),
for example.
The main obstacle to the systematic use
of technologies for health monitoring is
represented by the fact that Europeans
in general feel a strong need to interface
with another individual in this area.

Europeans believe that over the next ten
years innovation will offer new solutions
in the area of well-being that will be more
easily accessible to everyone (this opinion
is shared by 60% of Italians vs. 54% of
Europeans); at the same time, however,
we have simple needs and we expect
that innovation can simplify our daily life,
for example by reducing waiting times
for access to healthcare (this aspect is
considered as the most important one
in Italy, France and Germany) or, more
generally, by improving information
availability (most important aspect in the
UK and Scandinavia).

Almost all respondents (both Italians and
Europeans) have a positive perception of
the relationship between innovation
and well-being. However, there are
several citizens who hope that innovation
will be carefully developed and used:
almost 1 European out of 2 believes that
the relationship between innovation and
well-being, if not carefully monitored and
controlled, might easily be misused (1
out of 10 even considers innovation as a
“threat”).

Use of technology is still limited

39%

51%

...have never used a
technological device or an app
to monitor their health condition

...expecially because we
need to interface with
another individual

Source: Survey by Deloitte, “Innovation and well-being”, May 2016

We like dreaming big…

... but at the same time we have simple needs
3D printed prosthetics
Health monitoring
3D printing of human organs

60%

54%

Predictive genetic testing

The main aspects that need to be
improved through innovation are:
Waiting times for
healthcare access1
in 3 paesi su 5
Information
availability1
in 2 paesi su 5

Over the next 10 years,
innovation will offer new,
more easily accessible solutions
Source: Survey by Deloitte, “Innovation and well-being”, May 2016

92% of Italian
citizens have a
positive perception
of the relationship
between innovation
and well-being

1 European out of 2
believes that the
relationshp between
innovation and well-being,
if not monitored, might
easily be misused

Source: Survey by Deloitte, “Innovation and well-being”, May 2016
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The recipe for innovation
The push towards innovation is bound
to dramatically change the world as we
know it. Innovation experts forecast
that our habits will change – e.g., we
will increasingly surf the Web to find
information and the way we move around
in cities will be different – and that both our
business models and the ecosystems of
entire industries will evolve, with impacts
also on the environment and the social
system. These changes are likely to occur
exponentially fast and we risk falling
behind.
Maybe it is precisely because the change
is so fast – as shown by Deloitte’s
survey – that we are losing sight of the
fundamentals. Indeed, the survey has
highlighted that innovation is focusing only
on some aspects, while neglecting others
that are simpler but essential. It appears
aimed at satisfying

In order to meet these needs, the recipe
has to be built around the key elements
that – from Ford’s times until now – have
represented a starting point for the
improvement of well-being through
innovation:

needs that are sometimes disconnected
from people’s practical, everyday needs: as
we have seen, over one third of European
citizens deem innovation a missed
opportunity (37% of the sample). How can
we target the innovative thrust towards
people’s needs, so that it can successfully
impact on their well-being?

1. Recognizing the needs to be
addressed – real needs but also hidden
ones – in order to focus where there is a
perception of necessity.

Therefore, what we need is a recipe for
innovation that seriously and rigorously
considers people’s needs. A recipe that
can make innovations economically
sustainable and accessible by everyone;
something that allows these innovations
to evolve from mere ideas into something
that has a tangible impact and a practical
use; something that controls the creativity
on which the innovative thrust is based
so as to avoid ideas that are exaggerated,
futuristic or disconnected from people’s
reality and everyday life.

2.Understanding the nature and
ambition of innovation, so as to be able
to effectively target the innovative thrust
towards previously identified needs
rather than towards potential - and not
very useful - future ones.
3. Defining the approach to be adopted,
so that the ambition of innovation can
be supported in a structured, rigorous
way, turning innovative ideas into marketready products and services. .

Questions and concerns linked to the relationship between innovation and well-being
Finance

Work-life
balance

Finance

Social
sustainability?

Economic
sustainability?

Food

Within reach?

Speed?
Food

Innovation
and
well-being

Health
care

Quality
of life

Climate

Spread?
Security

Sport &
Wellness

Quality
of life

The needs to be addressed

Climate

Health
care

Impact?
Work-life
balance

Innovazione
e benessere

Security

Sport &
Wellness

Actual use?

The nature and ambition
of innovation
The approach to be adopted

Futuristic?

Excessive?
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The needs to be addressed
The first area that should be investigated
is ‘needs’, both real – that is, the needs
actually perceived as such by people – and
hidden ones – that is, needs that are latent
or difficult to detect, but whose solution
would positively impact the well-being of
people who have them.
And speaking of real needs, Deloitte’s
survey has highlighted that innovation is
still far from impacting on some simple,
but fundamental needs, such as the
reduction in waiting times for access
to healthcare services (considered
as critical in 3 countries out of 5) and
access to health-related information
(considered as critical in 3 countries out
of 5). However, sometimes asking people
what improvements they would like is not
enough, it is necessary to go deeper: if
Henry Ford had asked his customers what
they wanted, they would simply have said
“faster horses”. After reflecting upon the
deeper meaning of his customers’ need,
Ford developed a low-cost, mass-produced
car having the same characteristics of an
unlikely “faster horse”.51
Although it is important to analyze the
solutions customers feel they need, it is
equally crucial not to forget to “anticipate”
market needs by identifying people’s
hidden needs. The iPhone, for example,
would not have been developed if Steve
Jobs had simply asked potential customers
(for example, interviewing focus group
participants) what they wanted, because
people do not necessarily and explicitly
know what they want. You cannot just
go out and ask them «what’s the next
big thing?», you also need to understand
what their latent needs are. Thus, it is
the innovator’s task to try and identify,
anticipating them, the hidden needs of
customers by «penetrating their minds»
and capturing the dreams they’re not even
aware of.52

The nature and ambition of
innovation
As there are real and hidden needs to be
addressed, effective solutions are needed
that leverage innovation. But how will
upcoming changes impact on our wellbeing?
On the one hand, as explained earlier, the
experts of Singularity University predict
an ambitious future in which exponential
technologies will revolutionize all aspects
of everyday life and economy, starting from
healthcare and transport. On the other
hand, Peter Thiel, founder of PayPal, thinks
innovation is overrated: “We wanted flying
cars, instead we got 140 characters”53. His
theory is supported by a growing number
of scholars, according to whom modern
man has run out of truly disruptive ideas.54
But could this phenomenon be only
apparent and due to the fact that the big
innovation revolution has not started
yet? This is what both The Economist55 and
Chris Anderson, former editor-in-chief of
WIRED, suggest: as a matter of fact, the
former reminds us that today governments
and corporations invest $1,500bn in R&D
every year, i.e. more than ever before,
whereas the latter points out that thanks
to technologies like 3D printing and the
Internet of Things the world is getting
closer to a new industrial revolution.56

The needs to be addressed
“If I had asked my customers
what they wanted, they would
have said faster horses.”
Henry Ford

Real needs...

“We at Apple are pretty good
at having the right discipline to
think through what people are
going to want. You can’t go out
and ask people, you know,
what’s the next big thing”
Steve Jobs

...and hidden
needs

The nature and ambition of innovation:
we’re just at the beginning
The nature and ambition of innovation
“We wanted flying cars,
instead we got 140
characters.”
Peter Thiel

But is it
really so?

...or maybe we are just not perceiving innovation yet.
Because after all the “revolution” has just started

The approach to be adopted choosing
among idea generation, acceleration and
enrichment
The approach to be adopted
Place
Innovative idea

Generation

Acceleration Enrichment

Incentivizing the Intensive programs Use of innovation
designed to
development of
platforms to
accelerate ideas
new ideas and
manage ideas
and solutions,
innovative
and scout for
aimed at a
solutions by
alternative
“vertical”
means of
solutions that
development of
discussion and
can be leveraged
ideas
exchange of ideas

Agile methodology

Source: “Ten Types of Innovation: The Discipline of Building Breakthroughs” di Larry Keeley, Ryan Pikkel, Brian
Quinn, Helen Walters, 2013
52
Source: “Nella testa di Steve Jobs. La gente non sa cosa vuole, lui sì” di Leander Kahney, 2011
53
Source: “The Innovation Gap: Peter Thiel vs. Marc Andreessen”, John Carney, CNBC, May 2013
54
Source: “Has the internet run out of ideas already”, John Naughton, The Guardian, Aprile 2012
55
Source: “Il mondo s'è fermato a internet perché nessuno inventa più nulla”, Enrico Franceschini, Repubblica, 2013
56
Source: “Makers. Il ritorno dei produttori. Per una nuova rivoluzione industriale”, Chris Andersen, Gennaio 2013
51
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The approach to be adopted
An uncertain future awaits us, then – a
totally different future than the present, but
one we must be ready to deal with. For this
reason, a rigorous approach is needed
to support the ambition of innovation,
especially when the latter approaches a
sensitive area such as well-being. When
dealing with an “Innovative Idea”, there
are several elements to be considered in
order to support an idea from its birth,
through its development, to its market
implementation. They include:
1. Idea generation: exchanging opinions
and continually debating one’s ideas
with other people is fundamental in
order to optimize the process leading to
the generation of innovative ideas and
solution. Methodological rigor combined
with disruptive creativity is needed to
select the ideas that can really make a
difference.
2.Idea acceleration: to accelerate
innovative ideas and rapidly evolve
them into prototypes to be tested in the
field, intensive acceleration programs
aimed at a “vertical” development of the
suggested solutions are essential.

All this facilitates the development of an
«innovation culture», which, through
effective communication mechanisms,
training and relational dynamics,
stimulates the creation of an open,
dynamic ecosystem capable of involving
all innovation players, i.e. innovators,
technological partners, start-ups, academia
and innovation community.

In conclusion, in order to meet the
challenge of innovation and turn it into
something that can improve our well-being,
the following steps will be essential:

The culture of innovation can be more
easily nurtured and expanded in a
dedicated place for innovation (“place”)
that can satisfy and support its needs as
well as involve in a constructive exchange
of opinions the various participants in the
innovative process.

• Understanding the nature and
ambition of innovation, without
neglecting a careful assessment of the
most futuristic ideas - those that are the
“furthest” away from our common way of
thinking - as well as the “simplest” ones
that are closer to our daily life.

Thus, the “place” becomes a technological
space, a working place, a meeting
place and a place for interaction, all
at the same time, where innovators
are supported both operationally and
financially. This is where a specific
“Agile Methodology” is applied, that is,
a structured methodology specifically
developed for managing ideas and
controlled by a dedicated group of people
with the aim of testing ideas in the field
through fast prototyping techniques.

• Defining a structured approach
capable of stimulating innovative ideas
and turning them into economically
sustainable solutions that can concretely
address and meet the needs of citizens,
while combining disruptive creativity and
rigorous methodologies.

3. Idea enrichment: idea management,
in both generation and acceleration
phases, can be facilitated by innovation
platforms that enable the scouting of
further innovative solutions and an
analysis of their potential market.

The recipe for innovation: addressing people’s
needs with a rigorous approach

• Recognizing real needs, without
forgetting to go beyond them, carefully
exploring those that are not yet
perceived, but at the same time deserve
being addressed immediately.

In summary, this is the recipe for
sustainable innovation, one that can deal
with the risks and concerns illustrated in
the previous sections and have a positive
impact on our well-being. Only if we identify
the needs to be addressed, understand
the ambition of innovation and develop
an approach that can support it will we be
able to successfully combine innovation
and well-being.

Recognizing
real needs
and those not
yet perceived
Exploring the
most futuristic
as well as the
simplest
innovative
ideas

The needs to be addressed
The nature and ambition of innovation
The approach to be adopted
Combining
disruptive
creativity
and rigorous
methodologies
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Deloitte approach
to innovation
(Officine Innovazione)
In January 2015, the Deloitte Italy network
launched Officine Innovazione, an
innovation program developed along the
lines of the global network’s approach
and aimed at guiding the evolution of
the business community and promoting
an increasingly widespread innovation
culture. All members of Deloitte Italy’s
network are called to contribute to the
development of the innovative solutions of
the future.

2.Acceleration: the development of the
identified idea is “accelerated” through
a Fast Track process aimed at modeling
the ideas on a real business scenario,
thus creating a business case. During
the Fast Track process, the Officine
Innovazione team, supported by mentors
with specific competences, work together
with the innovators to develop a value
proposition for the solution and define
its scope.

Deloitte’s professionals can contribute
innovative ideas with the help of a
cross-functional networking team of
professionals who take care of the
development of a structured approach
that makes it possible for the innovation
to be actually implemented and to have an
impact on its reference markets.

3.Enrichment: both the generation and
development of innovative solutions are
enriched with specific tools that enable
the management and extraction of the
highest possible value by selecting and
supporting the best insights available on
the market. The Officine Innovazione team
uses idea management and innovation
ecosystem scouting platforms
to increase their ability to support
innovative ideas during their generation
as well as during the acceleration stage,
even resorting to social interactions and
gaming mechanisms and involving other
innovators and participants.

The Officine Innovazione approach includes
three stages:
1. Generation: the element that triggers
the generation of an idea in the chosen
area of interest is creativity, which has
to be stimulated; that is why Deloitte has
created i-Cafe and i-Drink sessions,
i.e. working sessions with innovation
experts who stimulate creativity and
support idea generation through specific
methodologies.
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Idea generation
It is undoubtedly possible to leave the birth
of an idea to chance, to wait until a single
individual has a “stroke of genius”. However,
the birth of innovative ideas can be favored by
a discussion about current topics and market
needs.
This is what happens during i-Cafe and i-Drink
sessions, i.e. working sessions during which
people with different professional backgrounds
can exchange opinions and talk about market
needs. Participants can discuss among them,
but also exchange opinions with experts who
adopt an analytical approach to facilitate the
formulation of the value proposition hidden
behind an idea. The aim of these events is,
quite simply, to stimulate the generation
of new ideas and innovative solutions.
Since the context around us is important,
too, generally i-Cafe and i-Drink sessions take
place in well-lit areas furnished in a way that
stimulates the creative expression of concepts
and ideas. Participants are therefore free to
write, draw, even act, playing the role of the
players that operate in the markets they’re
trying to impact on with their innovative
ideas. The methodologies used ranges from
traditional brainstorming methods to more
creative techniques such as design thinking.
Taking the ideas generated during the
i-Cafe sessions as a starting point, Deloitte’s
professionals can take part in open discussions
on a dedicated portal in order to gather
innovative ideas, share them with the other
participants, and support their lifecycle until
the go-to-market stage. It is also possible to
involve a wide number of people in these
discussions, thus increasing their awareness of
the importance of the innovative idea.
Moreover, the Officine Innovazione promotes
the development of innovative solutions to
be offered to its clients through an internal
contest – the “Deloitte Innovation Challenge”
– which took place for the first time in 2015 (see
article below): this is another ‘tool’ developed
by the Officine Innovazione to stimulate
innovative ideas and solutions and spread
the culture of innovation by disseminating
information on what may have a positive
impact on the community one day.
36
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Idea acceleration
Idea acceleration is an intensive program
created to facilitate idea development
acceleration through the production
of a business case. To this end, working
sessions called Fast Tracks are held during
which ideas are accelerated and modeled
on a real business scenario.
During the Fast Track sessions, experts in
innovation facilitate the development of
ideas through specific activities focused
on their formulation and structuring. The
Lab’s innovation team guide the creators of
innovative solutions by means of mentoring
activities, creative methodologies and roleplaying sessions. In this way, participants
are given an opportunity to better define
their own idea by identifying the pillars
supporting it, and they do it by answering
questions such as:
What is the real value proposition? Will
its customers be the same as its users?
Which suppliers does it need to achieve a
good market distribution? Through which
channels?

These are only some of the questions
innovators are called to reflect upon.
During the Fast Track sessions, the experts
involved analyze the technical aspects
linked to the acceleration process, while at
the same trying to create an environment
conducive to people’s interaction and to
the free exchange of ideas.
The sessions include ice breaker
activities, such as the gamification of
some activity steps, and social interactions
that can be used by innovators as an
opportunity to freely express their
creativity and expose theirs colleagues to
a flow of new ideas and inputs, which can
later be used to build the acceleration path.
The surprising thing is that it is the very
creators of ideas who break them up into
the elementary factors they are composed
of and examine them analytically. Thus,
the role of the Officine Innovazione is not to
change the ideas, but rather to facilitate the
interaction among innovators and support
thought structuring - on the one hand by
providing logical and analytical support,
on the other hand by giving advice based
on a specific knowledge of the industry
and sector at which the innovative solution
is directed, so that the latter can actually
become a reality.
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Corporate Innovation Challenge
The first Italian Deloitte Innovation Challenge, a competition that challenged employees to develop and propose innovative ideas
to bring to the market, started on February 18, 2015.
The theme of the first Innovation Challenge was “Well-being of tomorrow”.
The competition was therefore aimed at identifying innovative ideas and solutions that can evolve into services aimed at
improving and innovating the business model of clients already operating, or intending to do so, in the health sector (including,
for example, but not limited to: hospitals, healthcare institutions, government agencies, pharmaceutical companies, wellness and
fitness centers, security agencies, etc.), with a positive impact on citizens and society.
The first Challenge initiative was launched after an intensive teaser campaign aimed at arousing people’s curiosity and
incentivizing their participation and commitment.
An ad-hoc platform was created where people could easily present their innovative ideas to all members of Deloitte Italy’s
network simultaneously, and receive comments and advice from colleagues in Italy. In addition to this strong social component,
which helped to crowdsource ideas, a gamification system was developed to incentivize participants to interact in a constructive
way: for every interaction, participants received a certain quantity of “D-coins”, a specially created virtual currency that could be
used, for example, to vote ideas or collect gadgets from the Innovation store.
The overall outcome of the initiative has been absolutely
positive and impactful. The first Challenge competition
has recorded important results which are summarized
below:

The 12 finalists of the first Network Innovation Challenge

• 320 ideas were generated.
• Over 1,800 people took part in the competition (almost
50% of Deloitte’s Italian network).

Food and Poor's
Innovator:
Maria Chiara
Pischedda

Project Wellness & Work
D.LifeStyle
Innovator:
Elena Di Galante

Relax station
Innovator:
William Hay

Non è un paese
per vecchi
Innovator:
Christian Cuttini

iDigital Cafè
Innovator:
Cristiano Gianni

Stop Wasting Food
Pantry Trainer
Innovator:
Carlo Alberto Minasi

Target Seats
Innovator:
Claudio Testori

Safety in cities
Innovator:
Claudia Ricci

PH FUND 4WIN
Innovator:
Michele Sabatini

Peer to peer insurance
Innovator:
Simone Ponzoni

• Over 3,000 comments were published.

Easy Parking
Reserve your
parking spot
Innovator:
Cristiano Gianni

Managing change
Innovator:
Ambra Lodi

• The innovators received more than 5,000 votes.
• Over 620,000 “D-Coins” were spent on the marketplace
of ideas.
Located in a dedicated area of the entrance hall of the
Greenhouse – the space at Deloitte Italy’s headquarters
where innovation takes shape (see dedicated section
below) – the Wall of Fame display case contains the
pictures of the 12 finalists of the first Italian Innovation
Challenge competition organized by Deloitte on the theme
“Well-being of tomorrow”.
Today, Deloitte is offering these 12 ideas as innovative
services to its clients.
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Idea enrichment
Various tools have been identified and
implemented to enable innovative ideas
to become real growth opportunities for
innovators as well as for clients. Through
such tools, innovative ideas and solutions
can be controlled, managed and supported
thanks to the power of the crowd and to
continuous monitoring by a dedicated
team of experts, i.e. Officine Innovazione.
The team uses idea management and
innovation ecosystem scouting platforms
to support innovative ideas during the
generation and acceleration stages.

Idea management platforms
Idea management platforms are one
of the main tools used by Officine
Innovazione to manage the hundreds of
solutions submitted. These tools provide
significant support for the management
of the solutions proposed by would-be
innovators. Idea management platforms
can be used by people to post their
ideas, illustrate them, make them visible
and share them with the other users.
Sometimes, other users can comment on
and enrich the innovator’s contribution
and possibly vote for or against the idea.
This process offers several possibilities and
advantages. First of all, as it is very easy
for people to post their ideas, the system
enables the elimination of an entry barrier
that may often prevent the development
of ideas. At an early stage, for example,
the social component thanks to which
ideas – once they’ve been easily posted
– start being commented and evaluated
based on peer-review systems (e.g. like/
dislike) enables the creation of automatic
selection systems for the most liked ideas
and the setting of minimum requirements
for access to the next steps in the selection
process.

Thus, besides allowing the management of
a high volume of ideas, the social aspect
impacts positively on the commitment of
participants in the Challenge competition,
who have to work hard to get constructive
comments, and eventually a vote for their
idea, from the crowd (which in some cases
represents part of the potential users of
the proposed solution).
People engagement can be further
increased through incentive-base reward
systems. As a matter of fact, interactions
with the platform generate a virtual
currency (D-coins) which is put into the
system and used as a reward for the
most active users. The latter can use the
coins earned as trading capital to invest
in the most promising ideas offered on
the platform. At the end of the Challenge
competition, users use their coins to
get gadgets, based on the level of their
engagement.
In this way, the idea management platform
allows users to access a range of benefits
and firms to find new ideas to innovate
existing services or develop new ones.
Moreover, firms can involve employees in
constructive and stimulating discussions
on innovative themes and topics of great
significance.

Innovation ecosystem scouting
platforms
Innovative ideas often result from needs
perceived by innovators. In order to put
them into a real-world context and increase
their value, a good knowledge of the
market and the innovative ecosystem
where they are generated and will develop
is needed. This step is fundamental for
three reasons:
• It helps assess the originality of the
idea and identify any identical or similar
solutions already developed in the
same context or in similar contexts: by
analyzing similar players you can identify

the innovative value proposition of the
idea, thus differentiating it from existing
solutions.
• It enables the identification of possible
market players that have already
conceived or developed innovative
solutions that can be used to accelerate
or enable the implementation of the
solution itself, reducing development
costs and times.
• In case similar, but not identical,
business initiatives already exist, it helps
identify possible inputs and benefits
for the development of the solution or
understand whether the idea can be
integrated into a structured existing
offering as an additional service.
These are the reasons why Officine
Innovazione uses a Deloitte proprietary
platform to develop an ecosystem
scouting process. The most innovative
organizations and start-ups are carefully
selected by dedicated teams belonging
to Deloitte’s network in Italy and in other
countries worldwide.
The platform gathers the proposed
solutions, classifies them using distinctive
“tags”, which vary according to the solutions
that will be used to develop the idea,
and groups them together by executed
activities and business outcome.
Finally, an AI software enables the platform
to continually update, adding the latest
information to the information sheets
of the entered solutions. In this way, the
platform creates relationships between
the various solutions it contains, enabling
Officine Innovazione to create constantly
updated maps and correlations of the
innovation ecosystem that develop around
the requested information.
The Officine Innovazione team also supports
the development of innovative initiatives
within the Greenhouse, the space at
Deloitte’s headquarters entirely dedicated
to innovation (see dedicated section).
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The Greenhouse
The Greenhouse is a multipurpose space for meetings and workshops on innovation intended
to promote the generation and fine-tuning of new ideas as well as the interactive sharing of new
solutions through technology. Until now, Deloitte has opened 21 Greenhouses worldwide which
share the same visual format and purpose.
Deloitte Italy’s Greenhouse, located at 25 via Tortona, within the Milan headquarters area,
was inaugurated by an official ribbon-cutting ceremony, performed by the Mayor of Milan, on
September 29, 2015. The Milan Greenhouse is open also to citizens and to young students in
particular, who are encouraged to take part in initiatives and events promoted by Deloitte. Indeed,
schools and start-ups can request to use the area for a whole day once a month.
The facility resembles a greenhouse and is located in the center of the Milan headquarters,
to stress the importance of this project launched to promote innovation. The building project
was directed by two architects, Diego Collareda and Mario Cucinella. The main theme of the
Greenhouse is transparency: all its constituting elements are immediately visible from any angle
and all spaces are connected. The glass walls bring out the profile of the building and catch the eye
of passers-by, who are encouraged to enter. Inside, the curtains create an atmosphere of mystery
when drawn.
The auditorium thus looks like a genuine “greenhouse” (hence the name, Greenhouse) where new
ideas grow. The Italian character of the Milan Greenhouse is expressed by the presence, right at
the entrance, of a ‘kitchen room’ where visitors are welcomed in keeping with Italian habits and
tradition. Moreover, the kitchen creates an atmosphere of intimacy and completes the process of
stimulation of the five senses of the guests who visit it.
A “cozy” corridor leads visitors towards the main area, where the dark shades of the floor, the
walls and the ceilings are crossed by LED light beams representing bright gateways to the central
meeting space. The contrast is created by LED elements diffusing light and supported by noiseabsorbing units which enable light dimming and constant noise-absorption, thus improving the
acoustic and visual comfort of the room.
The facility is equipped with the most advanced technologies. Thanks to 3D scanners, objects
and prototypes can be displayed online. Visors for 360-degree video capturing enable users to
view prototypes and interact with objects. In addition, a neural platform equipped with sensors
analyzes the feelings and emotions experienced when viewing prototypes with the help of
behavior analysis methods and non-verbal communication techniques. These technologies, in
addition to many others, are available at the Milan Greenhouse to enable various activities, such
as:
• Bespoke interactive sessions (or Labs) for guests and clients
• Facilitated/gamified events with guests and clients to explore specific business areas
• Sessions to develop and accelerate innovative ideas by leveraging methodologies, tools and
technologies
• Experiential pathways involving guests based on innovative and exponential technologies to
stimulate the development of new business ideas.
• Social events to promote institutional initiatives and welcome local innovators.
These activities enable the Officine Innovazione team and Deloitte to promote innovation within
their network, bring innovation to clients, and spread the innovation culture throughout the
community.
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The technology
of the Milan
Greenhouse

6,000 watt audio
system
40 full HD monitors
9 360° rotation,
full HD cameras
with live streaming
feature
Glazed area of 150
sqm, 60 sqm glazed
bay
60 LED lights and
noise-absorbing
units
100% domotic
technology
3 tons of steel
80% of recycled
material (glass and
steel)
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Roundtable discussion at
the Deloitte Innovation
Summit 2016
Innovation is progressing swiftly, impacting
on our habits as well as our economies.
On the one hand, we spend over 50%
of our time online to communicate and
find information. On the other hand, the
innovative business models of the “sharing
economy” have transformed our cities: it
may be that Uber vehicles will replace all
taxis in a few years’ time. These changes,
however, are accompanied by various
contradictions: thanks to the Internet
we are better informed, but what about
information coming from traditional
media? If it is true that Uber is simpler and
more convenient than taxis, how will we
manage the decline in alternative mobility
solutions?
Our concern grows if we consider the clearcut difference between clearly visible and
noticeable changes and the opinion shared
by many citizens, who still appear to be
unaware of innovation and its risks.

How should we deal with innovation then in
order to make the most of it? How can we
protect ourselves from its side effects?
Where should we start in order to stimulate
a constructive reflection on the changes we
are experiencing and will experience in the
future?
These are the questions posed to the
participants by Luciano Fontana, editor-inchief of Corriere della Sera and roundtable
moderator at the Deloitte Innovation
Summit 2016.

“The participants in this roundtable discussion
belong to the fax generation. We are the ones
who thought they had the most wonderful and
longest lasting invention at their disposal and
now we know how that ended.”
Luciano Fontana
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The horizon of innovation:
studying the present to improve
the future
According to Stefano Boeri, architect and
town-planner, our reflection on innovation
should start with the identification of the
time horizon to be considered, taking
into account the exponential, hence
unpredictable, nature of innovation.
On the one hand, there is the distant
future, in which for example the
municipality of Shanghai intends to
implement initiatives against global
warming – a major concern – covering a
period of time until 2116, year in which the
Asian capital will be mostly under water.
These plans foresee a futuristic migration
of citizens to other planets between
2070 and 2090 and consequently the
coexistence of two Shanghai’s, several light
years apart and of a third, virtual Shanghai
whose task will be to connect the two cities
and allow their citizens to interact.
On the other hand, there is an “instant
future”, which is more closely connected
with actual city politics, citizens’
forthcoming needs, and therefore with
transport, resources, and sustainability.
According to Stefano Boeri, for example,
in 2030 we will live in cities where every
building will be like an autonomous power
plant – thanks to the new technologies
linked to wind, solar and geothermal
power – and where it will be easier for
nature and man-made creations to coexist;
cities where people will be connected with
everybody, everywhere, at any moment.
What should not be misunderstood is the
relationship existing between innovation
and progress, which is not always linear
and proportional, as innovation does
not always bring about progress
while improving well-being - and this
is particularly true with reference to the
distant future.
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For example, many young people feel the
need to have an “unplugged space” where
they can rediscover interpersonal relations
– a phenomenon which, paradoxically,
is contrary to the trend towards ever
increasing connectivity.
Moreover, we should not be too hasty
in attributing value to a completely new
object.
For example, Linus, DJ and marathon
runner, thinks that the innovations
introduced in the field of sports equipment
have had a substantially negligible
impact on physical activity; at the end of
a run we are still tired. According to Linus,
the media and the public seem to have an
urge to announce the latest innovation as if
it were something that could revolutionize
the way we live. Although it is tempting to
imagine that technological progress grows
in leaps and bounds, the truth is that the
most useful and beneficial innovations
that positively impact on our well-being go
almost unnoticed.
To enhance the innovations that are
beneficial to our life, technological
innovation and its exponential growth
should coincide less with what we assume
the future will and be closer to the needs
and desires we have today.
For example, the idea of a future in which
we will move around in anonymous, fully
automated pods should take account of the
need of self-representation mobility has
always satisfied: cars are status symbols,
too. It is essential – adds Stefano Boeri – to
put innovation and new technologies at the
service of people and progress, so as to
avoid introducing changes to which we will,
at best, remain indifferent.

“What we really need to know
is what people call “instant
future”, i.e. the future that can
help us understand how to act
today.”
Stefano Boeri

“We are in a hurry to see the
distant future; it’s nice to study
it, but I believe studying the
near future is more important.
Let’s start solving tomorrow’s
problems.”
Linus

"Innovating is more and
more important for
large organizations. The
traditional models of closed
– and completely controlled –
innovation have proved quite
slow and expensive. This has
favored the strengthening
of collaborative innovation
models based on a more open
collaboration with, for example,
universities and research
centers, generally called Open
Innovation. One of the main
players that should be involved
in innovation processes are
start-up companies, which
are specifically created to test
new business models mainly
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based on the use of state-ofthe-art technologies. Thus, the
numerous start-ups currently
present in the marketplace,
their speed and agility, their
ability to take risks and invest
thanks to venture capital,
offer a significant opportunity
for analysis and innovation
to large organizations, which
may otherwise run the risk
of focusing too much on
their core business and the
protection of their assets.
Clearly, these two contexts are
complementary: on the one
hand, there are start-ups with
their strong experimental and
innovative nature, on the other
hand, there are the processing
and marketing skills of large
organizations.
These two “worlds”, however,
follow completely different
logics and this is exactly
where the role of a university
incubator like PoliHub - which
favors the development of
innovative technological
enterprises starting from the
results of applied research
and technology transfer
initiatives - and the value of a
partnership with Deloitte, as
connecting element between
this innovation potential and
big companies - become clear.”
Stefano Mainetti

Organizations and start-ups as
drivers of innovation
Andrea Illy, CEO of Illycaffè, believes
that it is mainly organizations that
have responsibility for putting the new
technologies at the service of progress,
as they are main drivers of innovation
and employment. Organizations can
contribute to progress without changing
their corporate strategy, but rather using
the latest innovations to reduce their
environmental footprint and improve
their relationship with customers. This is
possible if organizations:
• Invest in technologies to reduce pollution:
for example, by supporting the shift to
renewable energy sources to limit global
warming.
• Introduce new technologies that can
“repair” the errors made and damage
caused in the past, restoring balance in
the environment.
• Use ICT (Information Computer
Technology) to establish a direct
relationship with consumers, so as
to better meet their needs through
improved qualitative targeting.
However, if on the one hand we should use
existing technologies to improve the impact
of organizations on the environment and
society, on the other hand we should
not neglect new start-ups and the new
business models that have been and
will soon be developed thanks to the
exponential growth in innovation.
Stefano Mainetti, CEO of PoliHub, stresses
the importance and the future centrality
of the “agile” model deriving from the “lean
production” approach developed in Japan
in the 1990s. The “agile” methodology is
based on iterative testing, through which
organizations identify their business model,
team structure and potential sources of
funding, and, last but not least, understand
how to gain traction, that is, how to meet
market needs in the shortest possible
time. The most striking example of traction
obtained thanks to the “agile” methodology
is represented by the sharing economy

players – just think of Uber and Airbnb
– which have become real giants with a
valuation 100 times bigger than revenue
in some cases. That was possible thanks
to the easy access everybody, and young
people in particular, have to the latest
technologies, which makes it possible for
them to experiment with new things and
ideas autonomously and go from being
users to being entrepreneurs.
But if on the one hand there are creative
innovators – “startuppers” – who operate
without the support of corporate
structures, on the other hand it is possible
to opt for open collaboration models
enabling innovators to work within existing
large-sized companies. Suffice it to
think, for example, of “open innovation”
culture and initiatives – some of which,
promoted also by Deloitte – which allow the
supporting companies to incorporate the
start-ups they have assisted.
Mainetti maintains that this model, which
is similar to the B2B structure, has been
very successful in the United States.
Unfortunately, the Italian situation is
characterized by difficulties linked to the
negative economic trend which make
innovation unsustainable from various
perspectives:
• Economically unsustainable: the
slow pace of economic growth forces
government agencies to borrow money.
Thus, the central government cannot
use public money to invest in innovation
because its level of indebtedness is too
high.
• Socially unsustainable: wages and
employment are not growing, tolerance
is declining, and the increasingly high
level of social dissatisfaction which is
spreading throughout the Country is not
favoring the setting up of new companies.
• Environmentally and demographically
unsustainable: the growth of world
population, which should reach 10-12
billion by 2050, together with climaterelated and environmental issues,
clearly show how unsustainable current
business models are for our planet.
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Andrea Illy believes that new economic,
social and environmental models should
be developed and that they should have
one key element in common: they should
be rigorously based on our most important
need, that is, the need to survive at the
end of the century.
It will be important, for example, to invest
in a gradual shift towards renewable
energy sources, thanks to which we will
be able not only to slow down environment
deterioration, but also to favor economic
growth in geographical areas such as Africa
and consequently mitigate demographic
growth.
On the other hand, it will be necessary
to adopt a rigorous approach capable of
supporting the push towards innovation.
In this respect, Mainetti thinks that
innovative initiatives should be supported
by incubators that can “assist” start-ups
operationally and financially. The goal is
to rigorously assess the sustainability
of innovative ideas, identifying the real
“business need” connected to them as
soon as possible. Indeed, the biggest risk
any start-up is exposed to is providing the

solution to a problem that is not perceived
by the market:
“Innovation should be implemented
where needed with a committed and
methodical approach”: this is the final
message coming from the roundtable
discussion at the Deloitte Innovation
Summit 2016.
Innovation represents an incredible
opportunity if we consider the impact it
may have on our well-being, habits, and
economies. It loses its effectiveness,
however, if it is not monitored and
controlled.

“Investment in renewable
energy sources will generate an
economic boom comparable
to that of the first 25 years of
the digital revolution, i.e. from
1975 and 2002, when the
tumultuous economic growth
resulted in a reduction in public
debt.”
Andrea Illy

We should support its development and
dissemination through methodologies
that establish a connection between
organizations and start-ups, institutions
and associations, accelerators and
technological players, so as to identify
the areas that most need improvement
and successfully guide innovative efforts.
Only in this way can we obtain benefits
that impact on people’s everyday life,
and achieve an actual improvement of
the economic, social, and environmental
system.
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